BDS Insight

Insider Program

Be an Insider
BDS Insight program designed for
organizations facing growth,
launching programs, and managing
change.

Insiders Get
Training

Content
Curation

Organization
Consultation

½ day of training service
per quarter. Use it for staff
retreat, full day conference,
board development or an
annual meeting.
Monthly e-newsletter with
research-rich content
devoted to board/staff
development, culture, and
conflict resolution.
Monthly Skype
Organizational
Consultation Sessions.
Build plans, strategize
resources, and manage
change.

Insiders gain Access
The day-to-day can get in the way of big vision goals. Having accountability and
support makes a huge difference in success for any program or change effort.
No more drive-by-trainings, no more frantic search for wise counsel, no more
languishing projects that get lost in the shuffle.
Companies who are “Insiders” get access to expertise for organization-wide
consultation and development. Insiders can leverage the organizational
knowledge of the relationship to build and support organizational programs and
leaders. Want the person training your team to really understand your
organization instead of offering canned material time after time?
Gain access to behavioral and leadership science through newsletter content.
Maximize efforts through monthly consultation sessions when planning new
objectives or refining existing programs.
A set monthly fee for a host of supports can lead to measureable improvement in
your organization.
The Insider Program is designed to give organizations access and flexibility for
one easy-to-track monthly payment between $400 and $800 depending on
organization size. Insiders benefit from reduced hourly rates for additional
project-based work delivered on an al a carte basis. Ready to be an Insider?
Contact: Loretta@BDSInsight.com 603-854-0227

BDS Insight is a crisis, culture, and conflict management-consulting firm led by
Dr. Loretta Brady. Her background in organizational consulting, leadership
development, and program implementation make her effective at offering insights
that make the most of your teams, talent, and resources while connecting you in
meaningful ways with new opportunities.

